Sea Recipe
Ingredients:
A pogo stick (waves)
Popcorn (saltiness)
Leaves falling (sound of sea)
Ink (colour)
Sand 9gold)
Crocodile skin (fish)

Human bone (coral)
Star from Galaxy (starfish)
Scissors for claws (crab)
Legs of a centipede (octopus)
Crystals (shine of sea)
Mop (seaweed)

For the inky blackness of the sea, flick ink from an octopus, let it darken the depths of the
ocean.
To make the sea shine, rub a crystal onto the curly waves, allow it to tingle with a sparkle.
Sprinkle a waterfall of leaves, all different colours from a rainbow, gently swirling round and
down, for the whistle and rustle of the sea.
Take a pinch of popcorn, watch the salt burst out, to create the salty tang of the ocean.
To mould the waves, find a pogo stick, prance around to add a touch of curl to the waves.
For the crumbly sand take a slab of gold and crush it, then dollop the gold into the deep
never-ending whirlpool.
Peel off a crocodile’s dry, desert-like skin to create the bright, speedy fish.
Snap a human’s bone, hear it crackle and jolt, suddenly it’s a rough jagged piece of coral
Steal and snatch a star from the galaxy, for the bubbly, sticky starfish. Paint the star and toss it
down, down, down …
Take an eerie echo of a tunnel, for a whale’s call across the wide world to its brother,
screeching all alone.
Take a sour lemon as sour as can be and stick two scissors at the end of each side, that is how
you make a sour crab.
Pick a long petal off a sunflower, then brush the petal and attach it to a solemn blob of fish.
There now you have a squirmy, shy octopus.
Finally collect a saggy mop, squeeze all the water out, separate each end, dip the mop into
moss, release the mop ends into the sea, at once it becomes seaweed.
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